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THE CANOhIICAL POTEI\TIALS II{ R'

PREN{ALATHA and V. ANANDAM

1. Introduction

This article contains some complements to the Nevanlinna theory of sub-
harmonic functions and specially of certain (canonical) potentials in -R,.

A Radon measure p=0 in Rn,n>2, is said to be of finite genus if I- lyl-'dp(y\
is finite for some a>0. Using the integral representation of subharmonic functions
with suitable kernels, we can associate a unique subharmonic function in rR' with
every p of finite genus, called the canonical potential associated with p.

We obtain here some properties of the canonical potentials analogous to those
of the canonical products in the analytic function theory in the complex plane and
note that every subharmonic function z(x) of finite genus can be represented uniquely
as the sum of a canonical potential and a harmonic polynomial.

It leads us to the problem of finding the relation between the growth of u(x)
and the growth of its potential part and harmonic part. With this in view, we deter-
mine the order and the type of u(x):ur(a)*ur(x) where zr(x) and, ur(x) are sub-
harmonic functions of known order and type. This, in part, helps us to connect
the growth of a subharmonic function with the distribution of its associated measure.

We thank the referee for his verv useful comments.

2. Preliminaries

The classical notions ofthe order, the genus and the canonical product associated
with an entire function in the complex plane (see R. Nevanlinna [5], G. valiron [8])
were reviewed by M. Arsove [] in the context of subharmonic functions in R2.
In this section we summarize these definitions and results and give some comple-
ments with reference to subharmonic functions in .RB (see also M. Brelot [2]
and W. K. Hayman and P. B. Kennedy [4]).

We start with the expansion, for lyl= lxl,

;
m:L

Ix - yl-L - lyl -'+ H*lxl*lyl-m-L
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lJere H^: P^(cos 0), where P. is the Legendre polynomial of degree m and 0 is
the angle between ox and oy;farther lz;=,n^l*l-lll-*-'l=xlrl'lyl-'-' for some

constant K when lxl=alyl,0<q= 1.

Define

B'"(x, Y) : H*lxl^lyl-m-L if lyl = 1.

If u(x): ! Bi@, y)dp(y) is subharmonic for some Radon measure p>0, then we

say that a(x) is a B',-potential. M. Brelot [2] showed that if I* lyl-"-'ap(y) is

finite, then y: I Bidp, is a Bi-potential and u+(x):o(lxl'). Conversely, it is proved

in [6] that if u: I Bidp is a subharmonic function, then I- lyl-'-'dp(y) is

finite.
Let ^S(r) be an increasing function of r such that S(r)=1 for large r. We

define the order-type-class of S(r) in the standard way (see, for example, the book
of W. K. Hayman and P. ts. Kennedy [a]). The function ,S(r) is said to be of regular
growth if lim (log ,S(r)/log r) exists. We say that two functions are of similar type
if they are of minimal, mean or maximal type simultaneously.

For a subharmonic function u(x) not bounded above in R3, we take ,S(r):
B(r,u):1ax1*1=,u(x), and the order-type-class of z(x) is deflned accordingly.
Since a subharmonic function bounded above in ,R3 is a potential up to an additive
constant, for the discussion below we always consider subharmonic functions that
are not bounded above.

Given a Radon measure p>0, let n(r):p(B[), and for a subharmonic func'
u(x), let M(r,u) denote the mean of z(x) on lrl:r. Then for a=1,

-o M(r, u)dr is finite if and only if

(x)
is flnite (M. Brelot l2l).

r- d' -L n (r) dr

Given a measure p>0, the order-type-class-growth of n(r) is referred to as

the order-type-class-growth of p. It is useful to remark that if g is the order of
p, then q:inf a, where a>0 satisfies the condition [* r-o-rnQ)dr is finite.

Consequently, if g<l and if z(x) is a subharmonic function with associated

measure ,r.r(recallthatgivenameasure 7LinR", n>2, there alwaysexistsasubhar-
monic function with associated measure p, M. Brelot [3]), then rz(x) is admissible;

that is, u(x)has a harmonic majorant in R3. On the other hand, when q > l, we have

the following result:

Theorem 2.1. Let u(x) be a subharmonic function with associated measure p
of order g>1. Then M(r,u) is of order q-7. Also when l<Q{-, M(r,u) and
n(r) are of the same class and of similar type.

t-lx-yl-' if lYl=r
J n-t
l-tx-yl-'+lyl -'+ Z
l. m:L

tion
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Proof. Let the order of M(r,u):o<.*. Since M(4u)<r"+" for large r,

J* r-o-t-2eM(r,u)dr is finite, and hence I@ r-o-2-2en(r)dr is finite, which
implies that p=o*l. By a similar argument we see that o*l<q. If 6:*, it
is clear that q: -.

Now suppose that 0<o<-. From (x) it follows that n (r) is of convergence
class if and only if M(r, z) is of convergence class.

To prove the statement about the type, note that if n(r)=cra, then M(r,u)<
(rlk-l))(ra-l-1). This together with the inequality M(r,u)=!i,rt-zn(t)dt=
n(rlz)lr implies that M(r,u) arrd n(r) are of similar type.

Corollary 2.2. Let u(x) be a subharmonic function with associated measure

trr of order p>1. Assume that one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(i) u(x) is lower bounded,
(ii) the order of u(x) is not an integer.

Then u(x) is of order g - l, and when l< e< -, u (x) ond n(r) are of the same class
and similar type.

For, the assumption (i) implies that M(r,u) and u(x)have the same order-
type-class, which is true under the assumption (ii) also by Theorem 4.4 of W. K. Hay-
man and P. B. Kennedy tal. Now the corollary follows immediately.

The genus of a measure p is defined as the smallest integer g>0 for which

I* r-s-rdn(r) is finite or equivalentl1 I- r-s-zn(r)dr is finite.
Then it follows that a subharmonic function z(x) with associated measure p

is a Bi -potential up to a harmonic function if and only if the genus of p is not greater
than n; z(x) is admissible if and only if the genus of p is 0.

Further, as in M. Arsove [1], it follows that if z(x) is a subharmonic function
in ,RB of order i. with associated measure ,u of order g and genus g, then A - I =g=Q=1+1.

Definition 2.3. Let p>0 be a Radon measure of genus g=0. Then the
B|-potential I Bi@, y)dp(y) is called the canonical potential associated with p.

Let u(x) be a subharmonic function with associated measure p of finite genus

8>0. Then u(x) is the sum of the canonical potential associated with p and a har-
monic function å(x).

In this case, the genus of u(x) is defined as the max(g, order of å(x)). Thus a
subharmonic function u(x) of finite genus nhas a unique representation as the sum
of a canonical potential and a harmonic polynomial of degree =n.

Here is a natural and useful theorem extending a classical result:

Theorem 2.4. Let p>0 be a Radon measure of genus g>0 and order q.
If Listheorderof thecanonicalpotential u(x):lB'n@,idu1) associatedwithp,
then q:111.
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Proof. Since rz+(x):o(lxl\, )"<g, and hence g<g< )"al<g* 1. If q:g*1,
then clearly Q:),+1. Let g<g*1. By the definition of q, n(r):o(rs+) for
e=0. Choose e small so that for some ä (0<ä<1) gie :g*ä.

Consequently, using the inequality (a variation of Lemma4.4 in W. K. Hay-

man and P. B. Kennedy [a]; see also [6]), where we suppose that n (l):0 by taking

balayage, l*l:r, u(x)=sl*ro-t [r t-o-tn(t)dt+(C+Dru 17 t-s-zn(t)dt7, w€

deduce lhat u+(x)-o(ra+e-L), which implies that /'=q-1.
This shows that o:),+1.
Corollary 2.5. Let u(x) be the canonical potential associated with a measure

p of genus g>0. Then u(x) is of regular growth if n(r) is.

fn fact, since n(rl2)lr<M(r,u)=B(r,a), q:lhe lower order of a(r)<1+the
lower order of u(x)<l*),:Q, by the above theorem. Hence zr(x) is of regular
growth.

Remark. In the context of the above corollary, Rajeswari Thyagarajan remarks:

If the order ,t of a subharmonic function u (x) is not an integer, then u (x) is of regular

growth if and only if n(r) is of regular growth.

To prove this, she makes use of an upper bound for the lower order of a can-

onical potential obtained as in S. M. Shah [7] for the case of entire functions.

3. The growth of the sum of two subharmonic functions

In this section we consider only subharmonic functions that are not bounded

above in It3. Let u(x) and u(x) be two such functions. Then

(A) B(r,u*u) = B(r,u)+B(r,u).

Note that for large r, M(r,u):l41r,u+)-M(r, o-) is either a bounded or an

unbounded positive function depending on whether u(x) has a harmonic majorant

or not in Å3.

As a consequence, for large r,

M (r, u+) = M (r, (u + u)+) + M (r, u-)

= M(r, (u + u)+) + M (r, u+) * a constant

= B(r, u *u) * B(r, u) * a constant.

But M(r, 
"*)=((1 -a)'10-la))B(ar, u),0=u=1, for large r (see p. 127,w. K. Hay-

man and P. B. Kennedy ta]). Hence for large r, 0<a,'<1,

(B) ((t -afl(t *a))B(ur,u) = B(r,u+u)+B(r,u)*a constant.

From (§ and (B) we obtain the following useful result:
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Theorem 3.1. Let ur(x) and ur(x) be subharmonic functions of orders )", and

).r, respectioely, with lt=År. Then ur(x)*ur(x) is of order )', and of type similar

to ur(x). Further, ur(x)+u2@) is of regular growth if and only if u1@) is.

We have already seen in the last section that if a(x) has non-integral order 1",

then n (r) has order ,t+ I and is of type similar ro u(x). Now we consider the case

when z(x) has integral order.

Lemma 3.2. Let p be the canonical potential associated with the measure p,

of genus g>0. Suppose n(r):g1v\. Then B(r,p):O(rs-llogr).
Proof. The canonical potential p(x): I a'n@,ilduj) is such that for lrl:t,

p(x)=clgro-t Ir rs-tn(t)dt+(g+Dr' 17 t-s-zn(t)dtf. Since n(r):91101,
rs-, I; y-o-tn(t) dt - O (rg-1 log r) and
B(r, p):O(r g-1 log r).

,n [: :-o-,n(t)dt- O(rr-'). Hence

Theorem 3,3. Let u(x\ be a subharmonic function of integral order Ä and non'

rnean type. Then the order of n(r) is ).*1. If u(x) is of minimal type, then n(r) is
of minimal type; if u(x) is of maximal type and if limsupB(r, u)lQ^logr):-,
then n(r) also is of maximal type.

Proof. I.et u(x):p(x)+h(x), where p(x) is the canonical potential and h(x\
is a harmonic polynomial. Let g be the order of a(r). Then the order of p(x) is
q-l=)". If e-1<1., then å(x) has order l" and u(x) is of type similar to h(x),
a contradiction since h(x) is of mean type. Hence the order of z(r) is ,1* 1.

If u(x) is of minimal type, then it foilows from the inequality n(r)<2rB(2r, u),

that n(r) also is of minimal type.
Suppose nowthat u(x) is of maxirnal type. Then the genus of p is ,1+1. For,

if the genus of p<L11, then p(i:l B',.(x,y)dp(y) is such that p+(x):o(lxl')
so that p(x) is of minimal type, a contradiction.

Now, if a(r) is not of maximal type, then n(r):6t1rt'+1). Hence by Lemma 3.2,

B(r,p):5t7r^logr), and consequently B(r,u):O(r^ log r), a contradiction. This
proYes the theorem.

The case when the order of u1{x):11rc order of ur(x).
Theorem 3.4. Let ur(x) and ur(x) be subharmonic functions both ltauing the

same non-integral order )". Then u1Q)+ur(x) also has order )". If r, r, and 12 denote

the types of ur(x)+ur(x), ur(x) and ur(x), respectiuely, then for a constant B>0,
m:ax(Brr-r2, Brr-rr)<t<r1-1r2. Moreouer, if u1@) and ur(x) are of regular

growth, then so is ur(x)aur(x).

Proof. Let trtrand p, be the measures associated with ut(x) and ur(x), respec'

tively. Then the genus of pr.:the genus of pz:g:f1+17, Now ur(x):
I Bi@,y)dpr(y)+hr(x) and ur(x):lai@,ilduz(y)+hr(x), where å, and hrare
harmonic polynomials of degree at most g-1. Hence

u1(x) + ur(x) : ! a'n@, y) d p(y) + h (x),

where p:pr*pz and h(x\: ttrl*1* 7r1*r.
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Since the order of nr(r)(:pr(Bä)):the order of n2Q)(:p2(Bi)):2+1, the
order of n(r):nr1r1 *nr(r) is =),+1. Also, for a sequence of r tending to -,
n(r)>nr(7)=r7tt-e, which implies that the order of n (r) is ,2,+ 1. Hence ur(x)+
ur(x\ has order >,1.. Consequently, using (§ we see that the order of ur(x)-lur(x)
is ,1 and r<r1i-r2.

Let f:sppo-o=r((1 -a)rl[*a))ar. Then using (B) we flnd that frrr=r+rr.
Similarly we also have Brr<tlz.. Consequently z>max(Brr-q, frrr-rr\.

Finally, to prove the statement about the regular growth, we make use of the
remark following Corollary 2.5. Since nr(r) and nr(r) are of regular growth, so is
a(r). Consequently, ar(x)+ur(x) has lower order >,1. This completes the proof
of the theorem.

Theorem 3.5. Let ur(x) and ur(x) be subharmonic functions both hauing the
same integral order ).. Then ur(x)+ur(x) has order ). when any orte of the following
conditions is satisfied:

(i) If fur=rr, where B:sup6=c=1 ((t -a1z71t *a))u^, in which case ur(x)+
ur(x) is of type similar to ur(x).

(ii) If x1:r2:0, in which case r:0.
(iii) If ty::,2:@. In this case, if lim sup B(r,ur)lQ^ log r):-, then .c:*.

Proof. (i) Suppose that the order of ur(x)+ur(x) is <.)". Then it follows
from (B) that for 0-oc=1, ((1-a)r/(l *a))u^rr<rz, which gives Btr=r2, & con-
tradiction. Hence ur(x)+ur(x) has order 2.

Also from (A) and (B) we get r<rr*c2 and Brr<r*r2, which shows that
ur(x)+ur(x) is of type similar to ur(x).

(ii) By Theorem3.3, nr(r) and nr(r) are of order ,ttl and, consequently,
the order of ur(x)+u2(x) is /". In this cas€, ?:0 since z-=t.*rr.

(iii) Again by Theorem 3.3, the order of ur(x)+ur(x) is ,t and zr(r), and hence
z(r) is of maximal type. But n(r)<Zr B(2r,ur*u2), which implies that r:-.
This completes the theorem.

Corollary 3.6. Let u(x):p(x)+h(x) be of finite genus, where p(x) is its
potential part with order q and h(x) its harmonic part with order q. Then the order of
u(x)=max(g, q).

For, if Q#q, then by Theorem 3.1, the order of z(x):pu, (g, 4). Suppose
that q:q. In this case, by (i) above z(x) is of order E) except possibly when p(x)
is of mean type. But, in this exceptional case, the genus of p has to b" S+1, and
hence the order of u(x) is p.
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4. The plane case

Finally, we note that the above discussion can be carried out easily it Rn, n>3,
with very little modiflcations, starting with the kernel l*-yl-"*'.

In R2, as indicated earlier, most of the results corresponding to those given

in the preliminaries are due to M. Arsove [1]. We give here certain complementary

results.
For lyl = lxl, log lx -yl :log lyl - Zi=, H*l*l-lvl-*, where H*: (l lm) cos m0,

0 being the angle between Ox and Oy. Let

Ak@, v) H"lxl"lyl-" if lyl = 1.

lt can be proved (see [6]) that a Radon measure p>0 is of finite gernrs m if and

onlyif u(x):! Al-*r(*,y)dp(y) issubharmonic. Inthiscaseo(x)isthecanonical
potential associated with p and o+(x):r(lrl-*').

Further, let u(x) be a subharmonic function in .R2 of order /. and associated

measure p. Then M(r,u) and n(r):trt(.B[) have the same order-type-class; when

2 is not an integer, u(x) and p have the same order-type-class.

We conclude with a general remark concerning the regular growth of a sub'

harmonic function of finite genus in R2.

Theorem 4.1. Let u(x):p(x)1-h(x) be a subharmonic function of finite genus

in R2, wlrcre p(x) is the canonical potential of order q and type r and h(x) is a harmonic

polynomial of degree q and type o. Then

(1) the order of u(x):Ysrk,il;
(ii) suppose q:q and r{lol8,ol. Then u(x) is of maximal type if and only

if p(x) is of maximal type; otherwise u(7) is of mean type;
(iii) a(x) is of regular growth if any of the following conditions is satisfied:

a) 4>Q,
b) p(x) is of regular growth and q='q,
c) Q:q:m andfor some a, 0=or=1, ((1-a)/(1 lu))a*o=r.

Corollary 4.2. Let u(x) be a subharmonic function of finite order in R2. Let
M(r, u):s((log r)'z). Then u(x) is of regular growth with integral order. In particular,

the conclusion is ualid if the measure F, associated with u(x) is suclz tltat I ap X

finite.
In fact, if M(r, u):o((loer)2), from the inequalities M(rL, 

")= Ii' t-Ln(t)dt>
n(r)logr, we note that n(r):s11otr1. Hence a(x) is of the form a(x):
[ ,t:r(*,y)dp(y)+h(x), where ! 4ap is of order 0 and /z(x) is a harmonic poly'
nomial. Then, by the above theorem, a(x) is of regular growth with integral order.

floelx-yl if lYl-1,
-J m-L- I toe [x- yl-los lyl+ Z

l. n:L
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